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DOI REPORT ON THE FATALITY OF A NYCHA CARETAKER FOUND IN A GARBAGE HOIST
CALLS FOR NYCHA TO PERMANENTLY DECOMMISSION THESE UNITS
MARK G PETERS, Commissioner of the New York City Department of Investigation (“DOI”),
issued a Report today examining the death of an on-duty New York City Housing Authority (“NYCHA”)
Caretaker at the Coney Island Houses on March 7, 2015, who was found unresponsive in a garbage hoist.
While the Report does not find the unsafe hoist caused the fatality, the tragic incident highlighted a
systemic threat to the safety of NYCHA employees created by the use and condition of these hoists.
Specifically, DOI examined NYCHA’s use and maintenance of seven of the 66 garbage hoists used by
NYCHA. DOI found an array of unsafe conditions such as a lack of safety mechanisms, poor repair, and
an absence of worker training on these antiquated hoists. Following the March 2015 fatality, NYCHA shut
down use of its garbage hoists pending further instruction. DOI recommends permanently
decommissioning these units and recommends studying alternatives to transport compacted garbage from
basements to the street. A copy of the full Report can be found attached to this release and at the
following link: http://www.nyc.gov/html/doi/html/doireports/public.shtml
DOI Commissioner Mark G. Peters said, “DOI examined this serious issue to see what NYCHA
can and should be doing to prevent and remedy unsafe conditions related to garbage hoists. We support
NYCHA’s action to shut down these units and recommend the City permanently halt the use of this
obsolete and dangerous equipment, while looking for alternatives.”
According to the Report, Caretaker Toni Jackson was on duty on March 7, 2015, and assigned to
work Building 1 at the Coney Island Houses development, which included putting out garbage for pick up
on the street. Co-workers found Ms. Jackson in the area of the hoist car at 3025 West 32nd Street, at 1:40
p.m., unresponsive, shortly after her shift was over. DOI’s examination of that hoist found numerous
issues, including a damaged cage door that did not make contact with a safety switch and bent and
misaligned guardrails. The autopsy report concludes that the manner of death was natural and the cause
of death was “cardiac arrhythmia complicating second degree atrioventricular nodal block.” Because DOI
does not have independent forensic pathology expertise, investigators did not find that the deficient
condition of the Coney Island Houses Building 1 garbage hoist caused Ms. Jackson’s death.
DOI did find that NYCHA was made aware of the potentially dangerous problems with the Building
1 garbage hoist since the unit’s work order history during the past five years identified problems such as
more

the hoist needed welding to prevent it from falling down, the hoist car failed to slide down the rails because
hinges and bolts had been incorrectly welded outside the car, and there were exposed and possibly
sparking wires. During that same timeframe, there were no employee reports of injuries related to the
garbage hoist system.
DOI worked with the City Department of Buildings (“DOB”) to evaluate the condition of seven
garbage hoists at Coney Island Houses and Bay View Houses developments, both in Brooklyn, including
the hoist where the fatality occurred. The findings from this investigation included numerous deficiencies,
including by-passed safety switches, missing and damaged controls, worn cables, and defective and
missing gates, and resulted in the recommendation that each of the seven hoists be removed from service.
Following the fatality, NYCHA’s Office of Safety and Security (“OSS”) conducted a safety
assessment of the hoist system in Building 1 at Coney Island Houses where the fatality occurred, finding
the system dates from 1954, predates the federal Occupational Safety and Health Act and does not
appear to incorporate any safety devices. Originally developed to transport ash cans via a trolley system,
the hoist was modified to transport trash bags at NYCHA developments when incinerators went out of use
decades ago. NYCHA had no inspection records for the hoist system, nor was there any formal worker
training for its use or policies or procedures concerning hoist operation. NYCHA’s OSS also inspected all
of the Housing Authority’s 66 garbage hoists in its 12 developments, finding similarly poor conditions and
recommending that all of the hoists remain out of service.
DOI agrees with NYCHA’s actions to take the hoists out of service and recommends that NYCHA
decommission all of the garbage hoists in its developments and study the feasibility of installing ramps at
NYCHA developments to transport compacted garbage from the basement to the street, or installing
garbage compactors at ground level to eliminate the need for the hoists. If NYCHA reinstitutes the use of
garbage hoists, DOI recommends NYCHA consider redesigning the systems to incorporate applicable
safety and engineering standards and appropriate maintenance, inspection and safety protocols; assign
appropriate oversight; provide appropriate worker training; and register the units with the DOB.
DOI’s Office of the Inspector General for NYCHA investigated this matter, specifically Deputy
Inspectors General Gregory DeBoer and Douglas Schneider, Assistant Inspector General Robin Jacknow
and First Deputy Inspector General Pamela Sah, under the supervision of Inspector General Ralph
Iannuzzi.
DOI Commissioner Mark G. Peters thanked NYCHA Chair and Chief Executive Officer Shola
Olatoye and DOB Commissioner Rick D. Chandler, and their staffs, for their assistance and cooperation in
this investigation.

DOI is one of the oldest law-enforcement agencies in the country and New York City’s corruption watchdog. Investigations may involve any
agency, officer, elected official or employee of the City, as well as those who do business with or receive benefits from the City. DOI’s
strategy attacks corruption comprehensively through systemic investigations that lead to high-impact arrests, preventive internal controls and
operational reforms that improve the way the City runs.
DOI’s press releases can also be found at twitter.com/doinews
See Something Crooked in NYC? Report Corruption at 212-3-NYC-DOI.
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May 4, 2015

Shola Olatoye
Chair & Chief Executive Officer
New York City Housing Authority
250 Broadway, 12th Floor
New York, NY 10007
Re:

Safety Issues Relating to Garbage Hoists Utilized at Certain NYCHA Facilities

Dear Chair Olatoye:
The New York City Department of Investigation (DOI), Office of the Inspector General for
the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA), recently conducted an investigation into the
March 7, 2015 death of NYCHA employee Toni Jackson while on duty as a caretaker at NYCHA’s
Coney Island Houses. As part of this investigation, DOI more broadly examined systemic issues
relating to garbage hoists utilized at numerous NYCHA facilities.
The majority of NYCHA’s 2,563 public housing buildings have either outdoor street-level
garbage compactors, or ramps that building workers use to transport garbage from basement
compactor rooms up to the street level. Coney Island Houses is among 66 buildings at twelve
NYCHA developments that lack ramps and are equipped with mechanical garbage hoist systems1
that carry bagged garbage from the basement compactor room up to the ground level transfer room
for transport to the Department of Sanitation pick-up site. These hoist systems consist of an electric
motor that raises and lowers a chain connecting to a dumbwaiter car with one or two doors that can
be opened to insert or remove garbage bags. When the motor is turned on with a switch, the chain
raises or lowers the car, which travels along iron guiderails between the basement compactor room
and the ground level transfer room one floor up.

1

These electric hoist systems were originally used to transport cans of ash produced by basement garbage
incinerators, but as NYCHA moved from waste incineration to waste compaction, the hoists were
modified and repurposed to carry bags of compacted garbage.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Ralph M. Iannuzzi, Inspector General · NYCHA Office of the Inspector General, 250 Broadway, 8th Floor, New York, NY 10007
Telephone (212) 306-3356 · Fax (212) 306-6484 · ig@nycha.nyc.gov

Following the subject fatality incident, later in the day on March 7th, NYCHA’s Office of
Safety and Security (OSS) ordered that all garbage hoists at Coney Island Houses be shut down.
NYCHA’s Director of Safety and Security states that the NYS Department of Labor, Public
Employee Safety and Health (PESH) Unit, ordered NYCHA to shut down all hoists on March 12,
2015, and that all NYCHA Borough Offices were so notified on March 13, 2015. All garbage
hoists at NYCHA developments citywide are thus currently removed from service pending further
instruction.
I.

Executive Summary

On Saturday, March 7, 2015, NYCHA resident and employee Toni Jackson (“Ms. Jackson”)
reported to work for a weekend overtime shift from 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Coney Island Houses in
Brooklyn. As a “Caretaker J,”2 Ms. Jackson’s job duties were to maintain development buildings
and grounds, including putting out garbage for pick-up. Ms. Jackson was assigned to work at two
buildings for the day, including Building 1, located at 3025 West 32nd Street. The Coney Island
Houses development is under the aegis of NYCHA’s Surfside Gardens Consolidated management
office.
At approximately 12:45 p.m., Coney Island Houses staff noticed that Ms. Jackson was
missing, and they made various attempts to contact and locate her. Around 1:40 p.m., development
supervisors Aaron Rivera and Angel Castillo went to Building 1 and entered the ground floor
garbage transfer room. There, they found Ms. Jackson in the area of the hoist car, unresponsive.
After Ms. Jackson was located, calls were placed to the 911 system, and emergency medical
technicians and other first responders arrived and attempted to treat Ms. Jackson. She was
subsequently transported to Coney Island Hospital where she was pronounced dead on arrival.
In order to investigate this fatality incident, DOI investigators inspected the garbage hoist
involved in this fatality and six other NYCHA garbage hoists and reviewed NYCHA work orders3
concerning the subject hoist. As part of these inspections, DOI requested that NYC Department of
Buildings (DOB) inspectors with relevant expertise accompany DOI, despite the fact that NYCHA
is generally not subject to DOB review. In addition, investigators interviewed three people who
initially found and observed Ms. Jackson at the time of the incident: two development supervisors
and a FDNY EMT. DOI also interviewed NYCHA employees who are familiar with the operation
of the garbage hoist at Coney Island Houses Building 1. Finally, DOI investigators reviewed the
New York City Office of Chief Medical Examiner’s autopsy report and NYCHA’s Office of Safety
and Security’s Safety Assessment preliminary report and recommendations.
Because DOI does not have independent forensic pathology expertise, we are unable to find
that the deficient condition of the Coney Island Houses Building 1 garbage hoist caused Ms.
Jackson’s death. However, this tragic incident has highlighted a systemic threat to the safety of
NYCHA employees that was created by the use and condition of 66 antiquated and poorlymaintained garbage hoist systems at twelve NYCHA developments.

2

The official job title for this position is Caretaker, and the “J” denotes janitorial duties.

3

NYCHA’s term for property maintenance and repair requests and work done to address the conditions.
2

DOI made the following investigative findings concerning NYCHA’s garbage hoist
systems, which were removed from service following this incident:


The electrical hoist systems were not originally designed to transport bags of compacted
garbage, and there is no evidence that the hoist systems were tested or approved for such
purpose.



The hoist systems lack safety mechanisms.



The hoist systems are in poor repair.



NYCHA did not provide training or written procedures concerning operation of the garbage
hoists.

Accordingly, DOI makes the following Policy and Procedure Recommendations to NYCHA:
1) Because of documented worker safety concerns caused by the use of the garbage
hoists, DOI strongly recommends that NYCHA permanently decommission all of
the garbage hoists in its developments.
2) NYCHA should study whether it is feasible to install ramps at development
buildings, to be used in lieu of mechanical garbage hoists to transport compacted
garbage from development basements to the street level, or to install garbage
compactors at ground level to eliminate the need for the hoists.
If NYCHA does not implement this recommendation:
3) If NYCHA intends to reinstitute the use of garbage hoists, DOI recommends that the
Authority conduct a review of the hoist systems, including analysis of a redesign in
light of applicable safety and engineering standards; appropriate maintenance,
inspection, and safety protocols; assignment of internal responsibility for and
oversight of garbage hoists, perhaps by NYCHA’s existing Elevator Division;
worker training and warning procedures; procedures governing proper operation of
garbage hoist systems; protocols for reporting problems with the machinery; and
appropriate registration with the NYC Department of Buildings.
II.

DOI and DOB Inspections of Building 1 Garbage Hoist

DOI investigators made two inspections of the garbage hoist at Coney Island Houses
Building 1, on April 6 and 13, 2015.
On April 6, 2015, DOI investigators visited and inspected the basement compactor room,
the garbage hoist system, and the ground level transfer room. During this inspection, DOI made the
following observations: at the basement level, the hoistway terminates in a red metal mesh cage
with a door designed to be secured with a bolt, but the locking mechanism is broken. The cage is
marked with two identical signs warning in English “CAUTION - TRASH LIFT,” and in Spanish
3

“PELIGRO - MONTACARGAS (CUIDADO CON LAS MANOS Y LOS PIES).”4 See Appendix
A, Photos #1 and #2. The cage is equipped with a safety cage interlock switch that is designed to
break the electrical circuit and prevent the hoist car from moving when the cage door is open.
However, the cage door is damaged and bent so that it does not make contact with the safety cage
switch. See Appendix A, Photos #3 and #4. The hoist car travels up from the basement level,
through a hole in the basement ceiling/ground level floor. See Appendix A, Photo #5. DOI
observed that there is no operating switch for the hoist at the basement level.
The hoist car measures approximately 2’ square by 4’ tall. The car has two doors that bolt
closed and are designed to swing only in an outward direction, but the hinges are broken so that the
doors can also swing inward. See Appendix A, Photo #6. The hoist, model #37874 or 3Z874, is
powered by a 1-ton Dayton motor, #9K602F. See Appendix A, Photo #7. Investigators observed
that the hook connecting the car to the hoist chain is enclosed in duct tape. See Appendix A, Photo
#8.
At the ground level, the hoistway5 terminus is located behind a locked red door marked with
the same warning signs and equipped with the same safety cage interlock switch as on the basement
level. See Appendix A, Photo #7. The hoist car travels up through the hole in the floor, which is
enclosed on four sides by metal guardrails raised approximately one foot off the floor. The
guardrails are bent and misaligned, such that the hoist car can easily slip off the track. See
Appendix A, Photo #9. The hoist is operated by means of an electric switch on a cord outside of the
hoistway door. See Appendix A, Photo #10.
In accordance with the directive from OSS, when DOI inspected the site on April 6, the
power to the hoist system was turned off and the basement and ground level hoistway doors were
marked with an official OSS sign reading: “Hoists must not be used until further notice.” See
Appendix A, Photos #2 and #10. No service or inspection certificates were displayed in the
immediate area.
As part of this investigation, DOI worked with the New York City Department of Buildings
(DOB) to evaluate the condition of the garbage hoist at Building 1 of Coney Island Houses. Prior to
its involvement in this investigation, DOB was unaware of the existence of NYCHA’s garbage
hoists because the hoists had never been registered with DOB.6
On April 13, 2015, DOB inspectors with technical expertise accompanied DOI to conduct a
second inspection visit. During that inspection, NYCHA electricians reactivated the electricity to
the hoist system so that it could be operated and inspected, and then deactivated power at the
4

Translated into English as: “DANGER - HOIST (watch your hands and feet).”

5

A passage, such as an elevator shaft, through which a conveyance travels.

6

DOB e-mail with NYCHA Inspector General, 4/20/15. It is not clear whether NYCHA was required to
register the garbage hoists with DOB, because the registration requirement turns on many factors
including the building code at the time of installation, subsequent modifications to the equipment,
manufacturer information, and maintenance protocols. DOB e-mail with NYCHA Inspector General,
4/28/15.
4

conclusion of the inspection. Following this inspection, DOB issued a Special Report finding
numerous unsafe conditions relating to the garbage hoist, including: DOB found no manufacturer’s
warning information, inspection tags, or maintenance logs; the hoist lacked emergency stop
switches and the “mainline disconnect”7 was not accessible during normal hoist operation; the hoist
system had no travel limit devices to stop the car’s movement at either end of the hoistway; several
parts of the hoist were damaged or broken, including the “mouse” (clasp hook) connecting the cage
to the chain hoist, which was duct taped; the lower level hoistway was incomplete; and both the
lower and upper level safety switches were non-functional. See Appendix B, DOB Special Report
of Lift Inspection, 3025 West 32nd Street. The report continued: “During operation of the device in
the up direction the device got wedged and stopped working, we immediately ceased operation of
the device.” DOB concluded: “This device does not currently meet any of the ANSI or ASME
codes and standards8 for material lifts. It is recommended that this device be removed from
service.”
III.

Work Orders Concerning Building 1 Garbage Hoist

Pursuant to this investigation, DOI requested from NYCHA all work orders concerning the
garbage hoist at Coney Island Houses Building 1, and received five work orders.9
In addition, DOI accessed NYCHA’s work order tracking system, Maximo, and identified
two more work orders pertaining to the garbage hoist at the subject location: #16816060 (3/14/11),
and #32676727 (8/4/14). Copies of the seven work orders are attached as Appendix C. Relevant
entries are as follows:

7



W.O. #0039631, created 1/4/10 and completed 1/4/10:
Craft: WELDER
1/4/10 note: “TRASH BASKET – MAINT The hoist needs to be welded to prevent it from
falling down.”



W.O. #16816060, created 3/14/11 and completed 4/15/11:
Craft: WELDER
3/14/11 note: “Hoist rails needs heat to Striated”
This work order was closed as “unfounded”

The fuse panel/breaker panel that cuts power supply to the hoist.

8

ANSI, the American National Standards Institute, and ASME, the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers, set uniform voluntary engineering standards and codes.

9

NYCHA’s files contained multiple copies of some of the five work orders. The first copy is the original
work order created at the time the maintenance/repair was requested. Subsequent copies note who
performed the work and when, and indicate any supervisorial approvals.
5



W.O. #17430173, created 5/2/11 and completed 5/10/11:
Craft: WELDER
5/2/11 note: “New cage made but the hinges & slide bolts need to be re-welded so the cage
can slide down the rails. These items were welded on the outside of the cage.”
Note: “Cut off hinges from Compactor Cage and reset hinge and weld also repair slide bolts
. . . repair cage frame 5/10/11”



W.O. #32676727, created 8/4/14 and completed 8/7/14:
Craft: MAINT
8/14/14 note: “comp hoist exposed wires- wires sparking(?)”



W.O. #32851951, created 8/21/14 and completed 8/22/14:
Craft: WELDER
8/21/14 note: “COMPACTOR HOIST DAMAGED”
8/22/14 note: “Repair Gate of Compactor Room Hoist, Replace Angle Iron[,] Replace
Hinges, Repair Box Frame”
Work conducted 8/22/14 and signed by Assistant Superintendent on 8/22/14



W.O. #33107236, created 9/15/14 and completed 9/19/14:
Craft: WELDER
9/15/14 note: “Repair hoist cage in compactor area”



W.O. #33468600, created 10/1/14 and completed 10/8/14:
Craft: WELDER
Note: “install garbage basket and repair track”
Handwritten note “closed 10/9/14”

This work order history reveals some notable indications about the garbage hoist system at
Building 1. During the five years preceding the March 2015 fatality, the hoist needed maintenance
or repair on seven occasions, including four work orders over a two-month period in fall 2014. One
of the work orders, in January 2010, stated: “The hoist needs to be welded to prevent it from
falling down.” Another work order, from May 2011, stated: “[T]he hinges & slide bolts need to be
re-welded so the cage can slide down the rails.” By means of this work order history, NYCHA was
thus made aware of potentially dangerous problems with the Building 1 garbage hoist.
With the work orders, NYCHA provided DOI with a rough, hand-drawn sketch that appears
to describe the dimensions of the hoist car. See Appendix C.
IV.

Injury Reports

DOI obtained from NYCHA and reviewed all reports of work-related injuries and illnesses
at Surfside Gardens from 2012 to the present. During that time period, there were no employee
reports of injuries related to the garbage hoist system. NYCHA further reports that since 1995,
there have been no reports of injuries at Surfside Gardens relating to the garbage hoist.10
10

4/17/15 telephone conversation with NYCHA Director for Risk Finance.
6

V.

Video Recordings

OSS reports that there are no video cameras installed to record activities in the basement
compactor area or vicinity of the garbage hoist system in Building 1.
VI.

Witness Interviews

Pursuant to this investigation, DOI interviewed three eyewitnesses who initially encountered
Ms. Jackson on March 7, 2015: 1) Aaron Rivera (“Rivera”), NYCHA Surfside Gardens
Consolidation, Assistant Property Maintenance Supervisor, interviewed on April 8, 2015; 2) Angel
Castillo Jr. (“Castillo”), NYCHA Surfside Gardens Consolidation, Supervisor of Grounds,
interviewed on April 8, 2015; and 3) Joseph LaPorte (“LaPorte”), FDNY Emergency Medical
Technician (EMT), interviewed on April 13, 2015 in the ground-floor hoist room at Coney Island
Houses Building 1.
The following is an accounting of the events as described by these witnesses:
On March 7, 2015, Rivera and Ms. Jackson were working an 8 a.m. to 1 p.m. overtime shift.
(Rivera Interview.) Rivera stated that the last time he had radio contact with Ms. Jackson was at
approximately 11:30 a.m., when he instructed her to leave the basement door open for a contractor
who was working at the development. (Rivera Interview.) At approximately 12:45 – 12:50 p.m.,
when employees were coming back to the office to return their radios and keys and to sign out,
Rivera noticed Ms. Jackson’s absence. (Rivera Interview.) When Ms. Jackson did not return to the
office at the end of the shift, Rivera called her on the radio, and Caretaker Christina Bailey
(“Bailey”) also attempted to call Ms. Jackson a couple of times on her personal cell phone, but they
received no response. (Rivera Interview.)
After Rivera and Bailey were unable to contact Ms. Jackson, Rivera called Castillo. (Rivera
Interview.) Castillo advised Rivera to give Ms. Jackson a couple minutes but told Rivera that he
could not leave the premises until all employees were accounted for. (Castillo Interview.) Rivera
called Castillo back twice more to report that Ms. Jackson had not shown up. (Castillo Interview.)
Though Castillo was off duty that day, he agreed to come to the development to assist in addressing
the emergency situation. (Rivera and Castillo Interviews.) Castillo was in the neighborhood of
Coney Island Houses at the time and he came to the development at approximately 1:30 p.m.
(Castillo Interview.)
Meanwhile, Rivera sent Bailey to look for Ms. Jackson in her assigned buildings. (Rivera
Interview.) Rivera also called NYCHA’s Emergency Services Department (“ESD”) and the
administrator who was assigned to ESD on the weekends. (Rivera Interview.)
When Castillo arrived, he and Rivera went to check Building 1. (Rivera and Castillo
Interviews.) When they arrived in the hoist room, Castillo observed garbage bags piled onto a hand
truck, and called out for Ms. Jackson and moved the hand truck. (Castillo Interview.) According to
Castillo, he then spotted Ms. Jackson’s work “chaps” and observed Ms. Jackson in the “far corner
of the hoist” and “in a squatting position.” (Castillo Interview.) Castillo reported that the hoist car
7

was positioned “down a little lower than half way” but also that he was “nervous” and “panicking”
and “didn’t focus on where [the] cage was,” and that he “didn’t want to chop her head off.”
(Castillo Interview.)
Rivera reports that when they entered the hoist area, he observed Ms. Jackson in a kneeling
position. (Rivera Interview.) Rivera first told the DOI investigator that Ms. Jackson’s head was
either “on top of the hoist” or “underneath” the hoist. (Rivera Interview.) Upon further
questioning, Rivera then said that he was “not sure if [her] head was on the bar or under the bar,”
but he reported that the “cage” (apparently referring to the hoist car) “was definitely halfway down.”
(Rivera Interview.)
Both Rivera and Castillo called 911 in order to summon an emergency response. (Rivera
Interview.) Castillo said that he ran outside and called 911, and reported that an “employee looks
pinned in the hoist.” (Castillo Interview.) According to Castillo, the 911 operator directed him to
check Ms. Jackson’s pulse, but he did not feel one. (Castillo Interview.) Rivera and Castillo
prevented Bailey from entering the area because they did not want her to see Ms. Jackson. (Rivera
and Castillo Interviews.)
An ambulance was the first emergency responder to arrive at the scene. (Rivera Interview.)
LaPorte told DOI that he and his partner Jenna Pischitello (“Pischitello”) received a radio call via
the 911 system about a woman in cardiac arrest. (LaPorte Interview.) Responders from the Police
and Fire Departments also came to the scene. (Rivera Interview.) When LaPorte and Pischitello
arrived at the ground-floor hoist area, they observed an unidentified female kneeling down in a
gated area that surrounded the hoist machine. (LaPorte Interview.) LaPorte said that he climbed
into the area where the victim was and realized that her head was pinned between two metal bars11
and that she was bleeding from her mouth area. (LaPorte Interview.) LaPorte also stated that the
female’s hard hat was on the floor of the hoist car. (LaPorte Interview.)
LaPorte further stated that the victim could not be removed due to the pressure of the hoist
resting on her head. (LaPorte Interview.) He asked an unidentified NYCHA employee to lift the
hoist using the electric switch, but he reported that the employee refused for fear of hurting the
victim. (LaPorte Interview.) LaPorte then climbed out of the hoist area and Pischitello climbed in,
and LaPorte instructed her to hold the victim’s head while he raised the hoist by means of the
electric switch. (LaPorte Interview.) LaPorte reported that when he first turned on the hoist, it took
“a few seconds” before the victim could be pulled out because there was “slack” in the chain
holding up the hoist car, so that until the chain was pulled taut the car did not lift. (LaPorte
Interview.) After the victim was removed from the hoist, LaPorte and Pischitello lifted her out of
the confined hoist area and placed her on the floor and began medical treatment before removing
her to Coney Island Hospital. (LaPorte Interview.)

11

During his interview, LaPorte gestured to show that at the time he first encountered her, Ms. Jackson’s
head was situated between the raised guardrail and the top bar of the hoist car. For demonstration
purposes, DOI Deputy Inspector General Gregory DeBoer (“DeBoer”) moved the hoist car to the
approximate height at which LaPorte stated it was positioned when he first encountered Ms. Jackson.
DeBoer then took the photographs attached as Appendix D, Photos #11 and 12.
8

In his statement, Castillo corroborated that when the EMTs arrived at the scene, they told
Castillo that in order to help Ms. Jackson, she would have to be removed from the hoist and they
needed Castillo to help with the machine. (Castillo Interview.) Castillo reported that the EMT told
him at that time that Ms. Jackson was dead. (Castillo Interview.) Castillo reported that when the
EMTs asked for his help with the machine, he moved the hoist up “a little” and then walked away.
(Castillo Interview.)
Rivera initially said to DOI that Castillo had to lift the hoist up electrically in order to
remove Ms. Jackson. (Rivera Interview.) However, he subsequently stated that he was not sure if
the hoist car was “raised or lowered.” (Rivera Interview.) According to Rivera, an EMT and the
Fire Department responders pulled Ms. Jackson out and laid her on the floor to work on her in the
“hole.”
Castillo stated that, the following day, he saw Ms. Jackson’s helmet (hard hat) in the hoist
car when he went to service the hoist.12
VII.

Non-Eyewitness NYCHA Employee Interviews

Londell Barnes, Caretaker J:
On April 6, 2015, DOI interviewed Surfside Gardens Consolidation Caretaker J Londell
Barnes (“Barnes”). Barnes stated that he was not working on March 7, 2015, but that he has been
working at Coney Island Houses for approximately 18 months and uses the Building 1 garbage hoist
on a daily basis. When asked if he had received any formal training concerning the garbage hoist,
Londell responded that a fellow employee showed him how to use it when he was first assigned to
Coney Island Houses.
When asked if he had ever experienced problems while using the hoist, Barnes responded in
the affirmative and specified that on several occasions the hoist had come off the tracks and spun
while between floors, and he would have to lower the hoist to get it back on track and occasionally
put weight on the top to hold it in place. In addition, Barnes stated, the hoist doors constantly got
stuck on the tracks or the upper level floor, and he would have to hit the machine with a pole or a
stick to get the hoist back on track. He said that it was necessary to be careful while doing this
because if too much slack was let out on the chain, the hoist would fall.
Barnes informed DOI that he had never documented or reported these incidents relating to
the garbage hoist to a supervisor.
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At the end of Castillo’s interview, DOI Deputy Inspector General Gregory DeBoer (“DeBoer”) asked
Castillo about the whereabouts of Ms. Jackson’s helmet. DeBoer and Castillo went to the Building 1
basement compactor room and observed Ms. Jackson’s helmet on the floor under the compactor belt, and
inside the helmet a left-handed work glove. DeBoer took possession of the glove and of the helmet,
which has several dozen red speckled marks on the interior and exterior, but does not show any apparent
signs of impact.
9

Elizabeth Acevedo, Caretaker J:
On April 6, 2015, DOI interviewed Surfside Gardens Consolidation Caretaker J Elizabeth
Acevedo (“Acevedo”). Acevedo stated that she has been employed by NYCHA since 1998 and has
been assigned to Coney Island Houses for approximately the last five years.
Acevedo reported that she was off work on March 7, 2015, but that she had heard what
happened and was very upset about the incident. Acevedo stated that she had used the Building 1
hoist on numerous occasions. When asked if she had ever received training concerning the hoist,
Acevedo responded that she had not and that a former employee had originally shown her how to
operate the hoist and that it took about “5 minutes.” During her interview with DOI, Acevedo
reported the following persistent problems with the Building 1 garbage hoist: The hoist constantly
got stuck on the tracks; and the hoist’s doors would open and close by themselves because the slide
locks on the doors were consistently broken and nobody but Acevedo ever put WD-40 on them.
Acevedo stated that when the hoist got stuck, it was often necessary to knock it loose with a stick or
a metal pole,13 and on occasion when the hoist came loose, it would fall because too much slack was
let out of the chain.
Acevedo informed DOI that she had never complained to a supervisor about the hoist’s
being broken or malfunctioning.
Additional Employee Statements Concerning Building 1 Garbage Hoist:
During his interview with DOI, Assistant Property Maintenance Supervisor Aaron Rivera
informed DOI that he never personally operated the garbage hoist. However, he stated that prior to
the incident involving Ms. Jackson, Caretaker Carlos Rodriguez had made a complaint about the
hoist and welders had worked on the machine. Rivera recalled that the repairs did not work and the
hoist car was replaced.
During his DOI interview, Supervisor of Grounds Angel Castillo Jr. reported that he has
operated the hoist and never had a problem with it, but that it sometimes “gets stuck” when
caretakers “jam” it by overfilling the machine. Castillo said that he never had to put in a work order
for the hoist and that nobody had ever complained to him about the hoist. Castillo also said that he
never had a problem with the hoist chain being slack.
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At the conclusion of Acevedo’s interview, DOI Deputy Inspector General Gregory DeBoer asked
Acevedo to show him the pole or stick that was used by employees to knock the hoist loose when it was
stuck, and she led him to the ground-floor hoist area. The pole was located on the far right corner of the
room furthest from the hoist, clearly out of reach of the hoist area. DOI investigators took possession of
the pole for evidentiary purposes.
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VIII. Autopsy Report
DOI reviewed the final Report of Autopsy issued on April 9, 2015 by the Office of Chief
Medical Examiner, based on the autopsy conducted on Ms. Jackson’s body on March 8, 2015.
The autopsy report concludes that the manner of death was natural, and that the cause of
death was “cardiac arrhythmia complicating second degree atrioventricular nodal block.” A cardiac
arrhythmia is a problem with the heart rhythm that causes the heart to beat too quickly, too slowly,
or irregularly.14 A second-degree atrioventricular block is a condition involving delay or failure of
the heart’s electrical signals.15
The autopsy report noted “minor injuries” including small abrasions and lacerations on the
upper lip, mouth, and cheek. In addition, the medical examiner noted a 2” x 2” abrasion on the back
of the neck, and “focal16 hemorrhages17 in the posterior muscles of the neck.” There were no
fractures of the cervical vertebrae or the skull, nor any injury to the teeth. The report found no
contusion or laceration to the scalp.
IX.

Inspections of Other NYCHA Hoists

As part of this investigation, DOI conducted a survey of the conditions of several other
garbage hoists located at NYCHA facilities. DOI requested that a DOB inspector join this survey to
provide certain technical expertise.
On April 13, 2015, DOI and DOB conducted inspections of six additional garbage hoists,
located at NYCHA’s Coney Island Houses and Bay View Houses developments, which are similar
to the machine at Coney Island Houses Building 1. See DOB Special Reports of Lift Inspections,
attached as Appendix E.
Compared to the subject hoist at Coney Island Houses Building 1, the other six garbage
hoists appeared essentially indistinguishable in terms of machinery design and usage. Significantly,
all six hoists were observed to be in similarly poor condition. During these inspections, DOB
documented numerous deficiencies and therefore recommended that each of the six hoists be
removed from service.

14

See http://www.heart.org/HEARTORG/Conditions/Arrhythmia/AboutArrhythmia/AboutArrhythmia_UCM_002010_Article.jsp. Cardiac arrhythmia can lead to – but is not synonymous with –
cardiac arrest. http://www.heart.org/HEARTORG/Conditions/Arrhythmia/WhyArrhythmiaMatters/WhyArrhythmia-Matters_UCM_002023_Article.jsp
15

See http://www.hrsonline.org/Patient-Resources/Heart-Diseases-Disorders/HeartBlock#axzz3XVGoaYR9
16

Localized to a particular area.

17

Bruising or similar indication of trauma.
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The recurring and egregious unsafe conditions included:


Defective and missing gates;



Lack of emergency stop switches;



By-passed safety switches;



Damaged frames;



Missing and damaged controls;



Missing bumpers and buffers in the hoist pits; and



Worn cables.

For each of the seven hoists inspected by DOB and DOI, DOB determined that the hoist did
not meet any of the applicable safety codes for material lifts.
X.

Safety Assessment by NYCHA Office of Safety and Security

Following the fatality incident, OSS conducted a Safety Assessment of the Building 1
garbage hoist and issued a report of its Preliminary Findings. See OSS Safety Assessment, attached
as Appendix F.
OSS’s findings include:


The hoist system dates from 1954 and was originally used to transport ash cans via a trolley
system. The original design of the hoist system, which predates the federal Occupational
Safety and Health Act (OSHA) and standards by over a decade, does not appear to
incorporate any safety devices.



The hoist system was substantially modified to transport trash bags, probably in the 1980’s
when incinerators went out of use in NYC.



The Building 1 garbage hoist system currently displays numerous deficiencies, including:
damaged and deformed guardrails and cage; damaged guiderails resulting in significant
“play” of the hoist car; non-operational safety switches; duct taped chain hoist; improper
affixation of hoist chain through support beam; and a hoist motor rated to lift 1 ton, far
exceeding the weight borne under current usage, which increases movement when the hoist
car is empty.



No inspection records for the hoist system.
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No formal worker training concerning the use of garbage hoists.



No policies or procedures concerning hoist operation.

OSS recommended that the Building 1 and all similar garbage hoists be removed from
service. In addition, OSS recommended that NYCHA take corrective action to address design and
maintenance deficiencies, explore the feasibility of replacing garbage hoists with a more
technologically advanced system, incorporate hoist usage into Caretaker Job Safety Analyses,
develop preventive maintenance and inspection schedules and documentation systems, develop
“Certified Operator” training and documentation systems, and establish a unique work ticket
designation for garbage hoists.
XI.

Lift Inspections by NYCHA Office of Safety and Security

OSS also conducted inspections of each of the 66 garbage hoists at NYCHA developments.
OSS determined that each of the garbage hoists is in similarly poor condition, and recommended
that all of the hoists remain out of service.
XII.

Investigative Findings

DOI’s investigative findings are based on review and analysis of the aforementioned
information, including site inspections and DOB inspection reports of the garbage hoists employed
at Coney Island Houses Building 1 and six other sites, and interviews of witnesses who first found
Ms. Jackson on March 7, 2015. DOI also interviewed employees familiar with the operation of the
Building 1 garbage hoist; reviewed NYCHA work orders concerning the subject garbage hoist; and
reviewed the past three years’ injury reports from Surfside Gardens. In addition, DOI reviewed the
Office of Chief Medical Examiner autopsy report; NYCHA’s Office of Safety and Security’s safety
assessment of the Building 1 garbage hoist; and select other garbage hoist survey assessment
reports.
The medical examiner’s autopsy report concluded that Ms. Jackson died of natural causes,
specifically cardiac arrhythmia.
The DOI investigation identified substantial variation and potential contradictions in the
language used by NYCHA employees and first responders to describe the positioning of Ms.
Jackson’s body when she was first found in the ground-floor hoist area. Witnesses reported
variously during interviews that Ms. Jackson was in a “kneeling” or “squatting” position; and that
she was “pinned” in the hoist, or that her head was either “on top of” or “underneath” the hoist.
Notably, the Medical Examiner’s autopsy report noted that Ms. Jackson’s skull and cervical
vertebrae were not fractured, and her scalp bore no lacerations, but there was bruising to the back of
her neck – findings consistent with the possibility that Ms. Jackson was caught in the garbage hoist
at the time of her death. This possibility is also supported by the fact that, at the time of a post hoc
site inspection by DOI, a pole sometimes used by workers at Building 1 to knock loose the hoist car
when it was stuck was out of arm’s reach and thus was likely not used by Ms. Jackson at the time of
the incident.
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Following this investigation, DOI is unable to conclude that the poor condition of the
garbage hoist at Building 1 of the Coney Island Houses caused Ms. Jackson’s death. However,
DOI’s investigation found that NYCHA’s garbage hoists present a systematic threat to the safety of
its workers.
DOI notes that for decades, the withdrawal of government funding supporting public
housing has caused NYCHA to run staggering operating deficits approaching $80 million per year
and to face a backlog of $16 billion in needed capital improvements. This disinvestment has forced
NYCHA to make difficult choices in terms of allocating limited and insufficient resources.
Nonetheless, DOI’s investigation revealed numerous deficiencies in the maintenance and upkeep of
the garbage hoists and in NYCHA’s relevant practices and procedures regarding the use of these
hoists.
DOI’s findings include:


The electrical hoist systems were not originally designed to transport bags of compacted
garbage, and there is no evidence that the hoist systems were tested or approved for such
purpose.



The hoist systems lack safety mechanisms. There are no emergency stop buttons; no
operating controls on the lower basement level; and the main electrical source to cut power
to the hoist is inaccessible during normal operation. DOI’s on-site inspections of the hoist at
Building 1 revealed that the safety cage interlock switch designed to interrupt power and
prevent the hoist from moving unless the cage door is closed is misaligned: the cage door is
damaged such that it does not connect (interlock) with the safety switch. See Appendix A,
Photos #3 and #4. Furthermore, when DOB and DOI conducted an inspection of the hoist at
Coney Island Houses Building 1, they determined that the safety cage interlock switches do
not function to interrupt power as intended. See Appendix B, DOB Special Report of Lift
Inspection.18



The hoist systems are in poor repair. DOI’s investigation revealed numerous instances of
damage to the hoist systems that could lead to malfunction. At Building 1, many
components of the hoist system are in poor condition, including the hoist car, safety
switches, chain hook, and guardrails. Id. DOI observed similar poor conditions at the other
six NYCHA garbage hoists inspected during this investigation. See Appendix E, DOB
Special Reports of Lift Inspections.
Moreover, it is not clear that anyone at NYCHA understood how to safely operate the
garbage hoists and how to maintain them in good repair. The work orders for the garbage
hoist at Building 1 show that NYCHA responded promptly to each request for
repair/maintenance and closed each work order within 0-32 days. The work orders reported
various specific conditions that may have been corrected, but there is no evidence that the
hoist systems received comprehensive inspections or oversight.

18

The DOB inspector, using the term “micro switch” to refer to these safety switches, reported: “8) The
upper and lower level landing gate micro switches were by-passed the lower level micro switch was
misaligned.”
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During interviews with DOI, multiple NYCHA employees reported to DOI that the
Building 1 garbage hoist car sometimes got “stuck” or “jammed” in the tracks, and that they
would have to hit the car with a stick or pole to knock it loose. However, the interviewed
employees did not document or report these conditions to NYCHA management. Likewise,
there is no evidence that workers reported to NYCHA any injuries caused by the Building 1
garbage hoist.


NYCHA did not provide training or written procedures concerning operation of the garbage
hoists.
NYCHA’s internal safety assessment confirms the statements of employees familiar with
the Building 1 garbage hoist that NYCHA did not give workers formal training concerning
the safe operation of garbage hoists, and that any instructions given were informal and peerto-peer.

XIII. Recommendations
Based on these findings, the Department of Investigation, Office of the Inspector General
for the New York City Housing Authority makes the following Policy and Procedure
Recommendations:
1) Because of documented worker safety concerns caused by the use of the garbage
hoists, DOI strongly recommends that NYCHA permanently decommission all of
the garbage hoists in its developments.
2) NYCHA should study whether it is feasible to install ramps at development
buildings, to be used in lieu of mechanical garbage hoists to transport compacted
garbage from development basements to the street level, or to install garbage
compactors at ground level to eliminate the need for the hoists.
If NYCHA does not implement this recommendation:
3) If NYCHA intends to reinstitute the use of garbage hoists, DOI recommends that the
Authority conduct a review of the hoist systems, including analysis of a redesign in
light of applicable safety and engineering standards; appropriate maintenance,
inspection, and safety protocols; assignment of internal responsibility for and
oversight of garbage hoists, perhaps by NYCHA’s existing Elevator Division;
worker training and warning procedures; procedures governing proper operation of
garbage hoist systems; protocols for reporting problems with the machinery; and
appropriate registration with the NYC Department of Buildings.
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